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r. One of the yellow lines of the sodium spectrum has À
a. Calculate the frequency of this light. Frequency 5. x
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¿sl with hyperbolic lodes on a plane can be produced. If the sources are 4.oo cm apart, with À =
r.So cm, and the pattern is observed from o.75 m away, find the distance to the first two
nodes (
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Blue antinodes
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3. An pattern is created on a screen like what we
did in Young's experiment. If blue light of about 4So. nm
wavelength was used at a distance of z.oom from the screen,
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a. What was the slit spacing (distance between slits)?
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,)nb. With the setup , how far is it from the center of the middle anti-node to the center of

antinode? (consider the middle one to be number zero)
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4. Calculate wave lengths for typical radio frequency electromagnetic radiation using the follow-
ing frequencies: (Show work on back if not enough room here) tr
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How long would it take light to cross the classroqnl (a distance of
secondsándmi*osn"onã, 3.3 x lO-¿ , = 3.3ì lO-¿ us
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6. A stereo set I build about 20 years ago had z speakers in each cabinet. (Modern speaker cabi-
nets often have at least 3.) The smaller one, which reproduces the higher pitched sounds best,
had a diameter of 3.5o inches. (Remember,7" = 2.54 cm by legal definition - exactly). When the

\ two speaker cabinets were 2.oo meters rt (center to center) and were sending outplaced
sound with a of w ere at what angles) would you expect no sound if the
speed of soun tn room were 33o.m s? (Calculalq all the angles - set up the equation for the
a n glefõl-ear¡Itãn d p resent your naanswers table. You do not need to re-solve the smooth form
for each case, just do one thoroughly and explain briefly what you'll do to get the rest of the cas-
es. Show why the list of solutions ends.) After the solution, make a list of all the reasons why
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